We prove a theorem of Hinich type on existence of a model structure on a category related by an adjunction to the category of differential graded modules over a graded commutative ring.
Introduction
Hinich proved in [Hin97] a theorem on existence of a model structure on a category related by an adjunction to the category of complexes. In this article we give a detailed proof of a theorem of similar kind. The two theorems differ at least in two points. First, Hinich works with dg-modules over a (commutative) ring, and we consider differential graded modules over a graded commutative ring k. Second, in the proof Hinich introduces certain morphisms which he calls elementary trivial cofibrations and shows that any trivial cofibration is a retract of countable composition of elementary ones. We show that a trivial cofibration is a retract of an elementary trivial cofibration in our sense.
We apply our theorem to proving that categories of bi-or poly-modules over nonsymmetric operads have a model structure [Lyu11, Lyu12] . For modules over operads a model structure was constructed by Harper [Har10, Theorem 1.7] . Since Hinich's article [Hin97] a plenty of results appeared in which given a (monoidal) model category one produces a model structure on another category related to the first category by an adjunction [BM03, Section 2.5], on category of monoids [SS00, Theorem 3.1] or on the category of operads [Spi01, Remark 2], [Mur11, Theorem 1.1]. Clearly, in this approach one must have a model category to begin with. The category of differential (unbounded) graded k 0 -modules has a projective model structure for a commutative ring k 0 [CH02] . The same result for graded commutative ring k has to be deduced from the case of commutative ring k 0 along the lines of [BM03] . After that one has to prove that dg -k-mod is a monoidal model category, which requires detailed information on cofibrations. Such information is provided e.g. by the proof of Hinich type theorem: any cofibration is a retract of a countable composition of elementary cofibrations (of a concrete form). Thus, a technical work does not seem to be avoidable in any approach. One more reason to follow the Hinich's approach is pedagogical: it can be explained to students in detail as well as in examples.
1.1. Notations and conventions. In this article 'graded' means Z-graded. Let k be a graded commutative ring (equipped with zero differential). By gr " gr k " gr -k-mod we denote the closed category of Z-graded k-modules with k-linear homomorphisms of degree 0. Thus an object of gr is X " pX m q mPZ . Symmetry in the monoidal category of graded k-modules is chosen as cpx b yq " p´1q ml y b x for x P X m , y P Y l . The abelian category dg " dg -k-mod is the closed category of differential Z-graded k-modules with chain k-linear homomorphisms. Monomorphisms and epimorphisms of dg are componentwise injections and surjections. A quasi-isomorphism M Ñ N P dg is a chain k-linear homomorphism inducing an isomorphism in homology. For a P Z the shift functor is defined by ras : dg Ñ dg, M Þ Ñ Mras, Mras z " M z`a . The shift functor extends componentwise to dg S for any set S. Denote by σ a : M Ñ Mras the "identity map" of degree deg σ a "´a. Write elements of Mras as mσ a . When f : V Ñ X is a homogeneous map of certain degree, the map f ras : V ras Ñ Xras is defined as f ras " p´1q f a σ´af σ a . In particular, the differential d : M Ñ M of degree 1 in a dg-module M induces the differential dras " p´1q a σ´adσ a : Mras Ñ Mras in Mras. The degree 0 isomorphisms σ´a¨pσ a b 1q : pV b W qras Ñ pV rasq b W , pv b wqσ a Þ Ñ p´1q wa vσ a b w, and σ´a¨p1 b σ a q : pV b W qras Ñ V b pW rasq, pv b wqσ a Þ Ñ v b wσ a , are graded natural. This means that for arbitrary homogeneous maps f : V Ñ X, g : W Ñ Y the following squares commute:
Actually, the second isomorphism is "more natural" than the first one, not only because it does not have a sign, but also because it suits better the right operator system of notations, accepted in this paper. In the following we always identify pV b W qras with V b pW rasq via σ´a¨p1 b σ a q. Assume that α : M Ñ N P dg. Denote by Cone α " pMr1s ' N, d Cone q P Ob dg the graded k-module with the differential
The following result generalizes a theorem of Hinich [Hin97, Section 2.2].
1.2 Theorem. Suppose that S is a set, a category C is complete and cocomplete and F : dg S ⇄ C : U is an adjunction. Assume that U preserves filtering colimits. For any x P S consider the object K x of dg S , K x pxq " Conepid k q, K x pyq " 0 for y ‰ x. Assume that the chain map Upin 2 q : UA Ñ UpF pK x rpsq \ Aq is a quasi-isomorphism for all objects A of C and all x P S, p P Z. Equip C with the classes of weak equivalences (resp. fibrations) consisting of morphisms f of C such that Uf is a quasi-isomorphism (resp. an epimorphism). Then the category C is a model category.
Proof of existence of model structure
This section is devoted to proof of Theorem 1.2, whose hypotheses we now assume. The proof follows that of Hinich's theorem [Hin97, Section 2.2] ideologically but not in details. Constructions used in the proof describe cofibrations and trivial cofibrations in C.
Denote the functor U also by´#, UX " X # for X P Ob C or X P Mor C. Let ε : F UA Ñ A be the adjunction counit and let η : M Ñ UF M be the adjunction unit. The adjunction bijection is given by mutually inverse maps
Define three classes of morphisms in C:
L c " K R tf consists of maps f P Mor C with the left lifting property with respect to all morphisms from R tf " W X R f .
We are going to prove that they are weak equivalences, fibrations and cofibrations of a certain model structure on C.
S the cone taken pointwise, that is, for any x P S the complex Cpxq " Cone`αpxq : Mpxq Ñ pUAqpxq˘is the usual cone. Denote byī " in 2 : UA Ñ C the obvious embedding. Following Hinich [Hin97, Section 2.2.2] define an object AxM, αy P Ob C as the pushout
2.1 Lemma. The object D " AxM, αy and the element p, θq P h A,α pDq represent the functor h A,α , where
That is, the natural in B transformation ψ B : CpD, Bq Ñ h A,α pBq, 1 D Þ Ñ p, θq, is bijective.
Therefore, pθqd is the composition along the bottom path in the diagram
Ó which equals to the top path, that is, to α¨U. Therefore, p, θq P h A,α pDq. By the Yoneda lemma the natural transformation ψ B takes a morphism k :
(2.1)
Let us prove injectivity of
Then`M r1s
does not depend on p " 1, 2. On the other summand of C we also have that
does not depend on p " 1, 2. Therefore,
The pushout property of D allows only one morphism D Ñ B with such properties, hence,
Let us prove surjectivity of ψ B . Given an element pf :
One easily checks that x is a chain map, x P dg S . Its adjunct is denoted
By definition of pushout D there exists a unique morphism k : D Ñ B P C such that f "¨k, l " g¨k. Hence,
Therefore, ψ B pkq " pf, tq and ψ B is bijective.
Corollary. The map`M
0, then for any cycle m P ZM the cycle mα P ZA # is taken by # to the boundary of the element mθ P AxM, αy # .
Thus, when F : dg S Ñ C is the functor of constructing a free dg-algebra of some kind, the maps are interpreted as "adding variables to kill cycles".
The following statement is well-known.
2.3 Lemma. Assume that g : U Ñ V P C k is a surjective quasi-isomorphism. Then for any pair pu, vq, u P U n`1 , v P V n , such that ud " 0, ug " vd there is an element w P U n such that wd " u, wg " v.
Proof. Vanishing of H n`1 pgqrus " rgus " 0 implies vanishing of the cohomology class rus " 0. There is y P U n such that yd " u. Denote c " yg P V n , then
Hence, c´v is a cycle, and there is a cycle z P Z n U such that rzgs " rc´vs. There is e P V n´1 such that zg " c´v`ed. The element e lifts to x P U n´1 such that xg " e. Thus, yg " c " zg´xgd`v " pz´xdqg`v.
Therefore, w " y´z`xd satisfies wg " v and wd " u.
We say that M consists of free k-modules if for any x P S the graded k-module Mpxq is free -isomorphic to ' aPZ P a kras for some graded set P and d M " 0.
Proof. Let the image y # of a morphism y : U Ñ V P C be an epimorphism and a quasiisomorphism. Let u : A Ñ U P C. Morphisms v : AxM, αy Ñ V , which make the square
commutative, are in bijection with elements pA
For some graded set P " pP a psq | a P Z, s P Sq, P a psq P Set, we have M " P k " ' aPZ P a psqkras˘s PS . Let us denote the chosen basis of M by pe p q pPP ‚ p‚q , deg e p " deg p. For an arbitrary p P P a psq denote n " a´1. We have a cycle e p αu # P Z n`1 pU # q and an element e p t P pV # q n such that pe p αu # qy # " pe p tqd V # . By Lemma 2.3 there is an element denoted pe p rq P pU # q n such that e p αu # " pe p rqd U # and e p t " pe p rqy # . Choosing such e p r for all p P P ‚ p‚q we get a map r P dg S pM, U # q´1 such that the triangles commute
Thus a pair pu : A Ñ U, r : M Ñ U # q P h A,α pUq determines a morphism w : AxM, αy Ñ U P C by Lemma 2.1. Due to (2.1) the equation
olds. Naturality of bijection ψ, 
Lemma
Then there is a natural in B bijection h A,α pBq » h A,α 1 pBq. Hence, there is an isomorphism k of representing objects, which is the last arrow in the equation which holds in C:
Proof. Let h P dg S pM, A # q´1 be a homotopy, α´α 1 " hd`dh : M Ñ A # . Then we have well defined maps
These maps are mutually inverse and natural in B.
Take B " AxM, α 1 y. There is a commutative square of bijections
which gives the equation
These morphisms lead to natural transformation h A,α 2 pBq Ñ h A,α 1 pBq, pf, tq Þ Ñ pf, β¨tq, or equivalently CpAxM 2 , α 2 y, Bq Ñ CpAxM 1 , α 1 y, Bq, which comes from a unique morphism Axβy : AxM 1 , β¨α 2 y Ñ AxM 2 , α 2 y P C. It can be found from the diagram
where γ " Conepβ, 1q : C 1 Ñ C 2 is the morphism of cones, induced by β. In fact, put B " AxM 2 , α 2 y. The unit morphism 1 B corresponds to p 2 , θ 2 q P h A,α 2 pBq which is taken to p 2 , β¨θ 2 q P h A,α 1 pBq. The latter element has to coincide with p
xβy is the right triangle of (2.3). The equation β¨θ 2 " θ 1¨A xβy # can be written as the exterior of
The mentioned right triangle implies commutativity of the exterior of
This fact jointly with the previous implies commutativity of the right square, which is equivalent to lower trapezia in (2.3). In particular, for 0 "`0
2.7 Remark. For 0 : M Ñ A # we have that AxM, 0y » F pMr1sq \ A and " in 2 is the canonical embedding. In fact, C " Mr1s ' A # is the direct sum of complexes and AxM, 0y is found from the following diagram
in 2 Ó 2.8 Example. Let N P Ob dg S . Take F N for A and η : N Ñ pF Nq # for α. We claim that we can take F pCone 1 N q for pF NqxN, ηy. In fact,
Bijection (!) is left to the reader as an exercise.
2.9 Proposition. Let N " P k P dg S consist of free k-modules, d N " 0, and M " Cone 1 N r´1s " pN ' Nr´1s, d Cone q. Then for any morphism α : M Ñ UA P dg S the morphism : A Ñ AxM, αy is a standard cofibration, composition of two elementary standard cofibrations.
Proof. The complex M is contractible, hence, α " 0 " α 1 : M Ñ A # . Applying Lemma 2.5 we find that "`A Ax0y Ñ AxM, 0y " Ý Ñ AxM, αy˘, thus it suffices to prove the claim for α " 0.
The embedding in 2 : Nr´1s Ñ M induces a diagram A 1 Ñ AxNr´1s, 0y """ AxNr´1s, 0yx0, 0y
AxM, 0y
Ó Commutativity of the triangle is contained in diagram (2.3). Commutativity of the square is implied by Remark 2.7, which gives AxNr´1s, 0y " F N \ A, and by the equation
pF N qx0y
Ó
The latter equation follows from Example 2.8. Let us take B " F pCone 1 N q in it and find the element of h F N,η pF pCone 1 N qq, which goes into 1 B under the sequence of bijections considered in the example. Moving backwards we find elements
Computation in the proof of Lemma 2.1 give
hence t comes from the pair pF pin 2 q, tq P h F N,η pF pCone 1 N qq. Thus, 2 : A Ñ AxM, 0y is a composition of two elementary standard cofibrations and a standard cofibration itself.
2.10 Proposition. Let r : A Ñ Y P C. Denote by
Proof. Let us show that pr, tq P h A,pr 1 pY q. In fact, the diagram
One can easily check that cones are related by the chain map
The composition β takes pu, yσ´1q P N to pu # , yσ´1q P Conepq # r´1sq. Since d N " 0 the map
takes pu, yσ´1q to the same pu # , yσ´1q as β.
Assume hypotheses of Theorem 1.2 hold.
2.11 Proposition. Let N " P k P dg S consist of free k-modules, d N " 0, and M " Cone 1 N r´1s . Then for all α : M Ñ A # P dg S the morphism : A Ñ AxM, αy is in W.
Proof. The complex M is contractible, hence, it suffices to consider α " 0. Consider the directed set of finite graded subsets Q Ă P (that is, the set Ů xPS cPZ Q c pxq is finite). We have
For any finite Q the map in
xPS, cPZ F pK x rc`1sq˘š A˘# is a quasi-isomorphism as a finite composition of quasi-isomorphisms. Thus its cone is acyclic. Therefore, the cone Cone
F pK x rc`1sq˘ž A¯# E is acyclic and # is a quasi-isomorphism.
To sum up Propositions 2.9 and 2.11 assume that N P Ob dg S consists of free k-modules, d N " 0, and M " Cone 1 N r´1s " pN ' Nr´1s, d Cone q. Then for any morphism α : M Ñ UA P dg S the morphism : A Ñ AxM, αy is a trivial cofibration in C and a standard cofibration, composition of two elementary standard cofibrations. It is called a standard trivial cofibration.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. (MC1) (Co)completeness of C is assumed. Axioms (MC2) (threefor-two for W) and (MC3) (closedness of L c , W, R f with respect to retracts) are obvious. The class L c is K pW X R f q by definition.
(MC5)(ii) Functorial factorization into a trivial cofibration and a fibration.
# , e y Þ Ñ y, extends in a unique way to a degreewise surjection π
Combining it with the previous we get a morphism
nto a trivial cofibration and a fibration is functorial in f .
(MC5)(i) Functorial factorization into a cofibration and a trivial fibration. Let us construct inductively the following diagram in C
so that all h i were cofibrations. Given q n for n ě 0 denote
as in Proposition 2.10. Being a subset of cycles N n is a graded k-submodule with d Nn " 0. Viewing N n as a graded set introduce a graded k-module M n " N n k, d Mn " 0, with the projection p n :
1 is a cofibration. Proposition 2.10 and Remark 2.6 imply that pq n : (MC4)(ii). Let us prove that a standard trivial cofibration : X Ñ XxM, 0y is in K R f . Here Mr1s " Cone 1 N r´1s and N consists of free k-modules. We have XxM, 0y " F pMr1sq \ X. A square 
